Design & technology
at your feet

Underfloor Heating
& Cooling

If you are buying or building the house of your
dreams, don’t you owe it to yourself to install
the best heating system available?

the right choice

Why should I have Underfloor heating?
Underfloor heating is the most comfortable
and efficient way to heat a house and offers
many benefits over more conventional methods
of heat distribution.

What is Underfloor heating?
Underfloor heating works by circulating warm
water through a network of cross-linked
polyethylene pipes laid in the floors, gently
spreading heat through the house.

The real question is why fit any other type
of heating system?

With traditional radiators, temperature variations
can occur due to uneven radiator coverage.
Not so with underfloor heating, as the pipe
network covers the entire floor area for even
heat distribution throughout.
Underfloor heating systems are available
to suit different floor types, suspended
wooden floors and screeded floors.
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Comfort, safety, efficient, design, freedom and
virtually maintenance free are all benefits
of underfloor heating.

all about you

Comfort
Underfloor heating creates a feeling of well
being, as it gently and evenly warms the
home environment.
Modern control systems enable underfloor
heating to provide just the right amount of
heat, at the right time and in the right place,
controlled by individual room thermostats.
The system is designed to run at a much more
constant level than other heating methods.
Flexibility
Radiators take up valuable room space, which
imposes design considerations and difficulties
when cleaning, painting or wallpapering rooms.
With underfloor heating, there is the freedom
of room layout.

With no radiators or visible pipework, you can
use the whole room and place furniture wherever
you want.
Choices for flooring are wider too, anything
that conducts heat well from stone and tiles,
to wood and vinyl. Hard floor finishes becoming
more comfortable, as well as long lasting.
Energy Efficient
Installing an energy efficient heating system
can save you money. The low water temperature
circulating in the floor system, and the distribution
of heat where you need it, this combined will
save you money on your fuel bills.

of over 100 years, tough and robust, they are
corrosion-free and resistant to scale build-up.
Also there are no radiators to buy, mend or
paint, thereby saving you even more money.
Safety and Health Benefits
Underfloor heating means warm and dry
floors, which inhibit the growth of house
dust mites, a benefit to asthma and allergy
sufferers. With gentle heat radiating passively
from the floor, draughts are all but eliminated,
meaning lower dust levels in the house.
It also benefits from no hot, hard edged radiators
for young and old to injure themselves.

The system is almost maintenance free,
with the pipes having an expected life
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With a proven track record and experience accrued
over 25 years of manufacturing underfloor heating
systems, you can trust the expertise of REHAU.

the best-kept secret

Why REHAU?
With a proven track record and experience
accrued over 25 years of manufacturing
Underfloor heating systems, you can trust
the expertise of REHAU, like no other player
in their field.

At REHAU, we consider customer satisfaction
to be of paramount importance.
System installation is carried out by REHAU
Authorised Partners, with on-site technical
support available at all times from experienced
REHAU engineers, to ensure your project
is completed quickly and effectively.
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www.rehauhome.com

The Next Step
Turn the dream into reality by visiting
rehauhome.com, finding your local
REHAU Authorised Partner and learn
more about underfloor heating.
The best way to heat your home.

